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HR: Never waste a good crisis (1)

The pandemic threw employers and employees into
chaos and uncertainty, with HR operating in crisis mode
for much of 2020 and 2021. HR needed to figure out
how employees could work from home, while providing
extra mental and physical health support, and keeping
their employees & organizations focused. Technology
has been a life saver to get the jobs done. However,
successive lockdowns also created disconnection, role
tension and video call fatigue. These digital ‘rescue’
tools have a strong transactional character, while
teamwork, project monitoring and on-boarding talent
are still processes unmistakably fuelled by physical
human interactions. The lack of this live feeling
confronts us with the flaws of ‘tech’ and saas tools, and
present serious challenges for HR-departments: the
new concept of the work floor, the physical & mental
well-being, inclusion and diversity, rethinking training &
redeployment, the need for flexibility with authority
and team connection, etc.

Traditionally HR was considered as less tech-savvy,
compared to other operations. Yet, HR tech has been
warped to C-level strategies and was forced to be
disrupted. Although the HR department is crucial in the
performance, productivity and efficiency of the workforce,
the focus is shifted to understanding new challenges
employees are facing, and what they are struggling with
inside and outside of work. This implies a new approach to
old ‘ingredients’: applicants’ profiles, candidates,
employees, alumni with focus on location, health status,
online recruitment campaigns, social connections and
business intelligence related to sickness, salaries, benefits,
etc. in order to have happier, healthier employees which
are good for business.



HR: Never waste a good crisis (2)

Plenty of startups already helped with the automation of
administrative assistants, payroll-management and
bookkeepers allowing professionals more time to invest in
the well being of employees, or the need of additional
training and re-orientation because of digitization and/or
smarter machines. A new priority will be how HR will
shape the new human-software-machine work
experiences.

Another priority will be the attraction of dislocated and
flex workforces. The challenge is massive, pushing HR
towards blended workforces that include full-time ‘local’
workers and ‘liquid’ workers. This will need a different
talent acquisition process focussed on on-demand skill
sourcing instead of traditional cost heavy hiring in local
labour markets. Startups are already one step ahead in
these agile teams using and offering new tools for talent
management, onboarding & contracting.

The more remote relations with (international) liquid
employees which also will impose better reporting and
performance tools. Relevant solutions also provide
dashboards and compliance tools too allow to see the
wood for the trees when e.g., foreign branches are a piece
of the puzzle. Plenty of startups already are providing
analytical tools to offload these piles of reporting work,
but still HR will need its very own chiefs of data.

These are challenging times for HR, to say the least:
with the increased focus on employees as
multidimensional people, millennials on the rise, the
development of new required skills, the balance
between fixed employees and liquid workers, creating
connection and moments that matter to state a few. HR
professionals will need bold leadership and new tools
to support their and our jobs.



About the Sessions

8 SESSIONS, 8 VERTICALS, AND 8 PITCHING STARTUPS, 
THAT’S THE BIG SCORE SESSIONS!  

The first sessions focuses on HRTech & Ed+LearningTech.

During this Session, 8 startups who are changing the
future of mental health and wellbeing will pitch their
innovative solutions to worldwide problems. They will
receive valuable business feedback from an expert panel
of industry thought leaders, investors and corporate
innovators.

The pitches are live but will also be streamed to an
audience of ‘deep pocket’ investors, sourcing corporates
and attending startups. Afterwards, attendees have access
to one-one-one meetings. This session is powered by
Recrewtment and ORSI Academy.

ABOUT OUR HRTECH SESSION 
PARTNER

Recrewtment, founded in 2015, is one of the fastest
growing HR companies in Belgium. The combination of a
very personal approach on the one hand and the focus on
state of the art HR technology on the other hand is what
sets them apart from their competitors. Recrewtment is a
full service HR provider, accompanying individuals
throughout every step of their career.

ABOUT OUR ED+LEARNINGTECH 
SESSION PARTNER

Orsi Academy is an open and inclusive ecosystem for
surgical innovation & state-of-the art training center in
minimal invasive& robotic surgery. Orsi Academy is
endorsed by multiple universities and collaborates with
numerous scientific societies and industrial partners. Our
ultimate goal is to contribute to the continuous
improvements in medical care.



Schedule
Session #1 – Digital Health by Ethias (morning)

09:00 Welcome & Breakfast

09:30 Kick-off Talk

09:45 

Pitching Round #1 – 4 Startup Pitches + Q&A
09:45 MonoA
09:59 OKUN
10:13 Bingli
10:27 Evoluno

10:45 Break & 2 One-on-ones

11:25 

Pitching Round #2 – 4 Startup Pitches + Q&A
11:25 JiGSO
11:39 Tequinity
11:53 huapii
12:07 eBloom

12:25 Lunch Break & 3 One-on-ones

Session #2 – Wellbeing by SD Worx (afternoon)

13:45 Kick-off Talk

14:00

Pitching Round #3 – 4 Startup Pitches + Q&A
14:00 UQALIFY
14:14 BloomUp
14:28 No Big Deal
14:42 Treams

15:00 Break & 2 One-on-ones 

15:40

Pitching Round #4 – 4 Startup Pitches + Q&A
15:40 ICAS Belgium
15:54 McME
16:10 Wenite
16:22 2DAYSMOOD

16:40 3 Final One-on-ones 

17:30 Informal Drinks (until 18:30)





Startup #1 JobtoolzSession #3 - HRTech

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

Jobtoolz is a recruitment platform for SMEs and organisations, with a strong focus on employer branding,
an automated recruitment process and recruitment marketing.

Internationalization
New Strategic Partners

Cedric van Aerde - CMO

cedric@jobtoolz.com
+32 495363260
----
jobtoolz.com

Year-over-year growth of 100%
Personnel growth from 6 to 15 in 2022
Club Brugge, Jet Import, Stow, KFC Belgium,
Burger Brands, Miko Koffie
Doubled up in revenue in 2020 and 2021, will
double up in revenue in 2022

The most intuitive all-in-one 
recruitment platform.

mailto:cedric@jobtoolz.com


Startup #2 Karamel OneSession #3 - HRTech

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

Karamel is a career platform where candidates don’t apply for jobs. Instead you apply to them. We know
that’s a little out there. But Karamel is a disruptive platform for talent built for the new world. So let’s
change it up. Don’t worry - because in its essence, it’s rather simple: candidates map their true self, match
with like minded companies and take back control of their (professional) lives. Easy peasy.

Sales Prospects
New Strategic Partners
Series A Funding

Arnaud Deveugle – CEO & Founder

arnaud@karamel.career
+32 472386306
----
karamel.career

Raised 500k€ pre-seed in Q3 2021
Grown the team from 1,5 to 4,5 FTE's in Q3 & Q4
2021
One of the first applications on the SOLID data
pod technology

My career. My way.

mailto:arnaud@karamel.career


Startup #3 KaziSession #3 - HRTech

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

1 in 2 is on the lookout for another job within the first year of employment. Main reason listed? Mismatch in job
expectations. Kazi offers world's first two-sided professional expectations scan for talent and jobs. Our proprietary
technology is academically valid and scientifically sound.

Sales Prospects

Lenny Benaïcha – Chief Growth Officer

lenny.benaicha@kazi.be
+32 475204611 
----
kazi.co

4.5% churn
Active in BE, NL & US markets.
Agoria Digital4HR award

Eliminating job mismatches.

mailto:lenny.benaicha@kazi.be


Startup #4 UGOSession #3 - HRTech

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

UGO is a social recruiting and job search platform dedicated to employee referrals. It helps companies
engage their employees at the heart of their talent acquisition strategy by digitalizing and gamifying the
Employee Referral Program. UGO further amplifies an organization’s natural inclination to attract talent by
turning their employees into empowered brand ambassadors and referral heroes.

Sales Prospects
Corporate R&D Partner
New Strategic Partners

Sebastien Jongen – Managing Founder

sebastien@ugonetworking.com
+32 499567209 
----
ugonetworking.com

Bootstrapped startup launch
Clients: Capgemini and AG Insurance in early
adopter program 2021

The social referral network.

mailto:sebastien@ugonetworking.com


Startup #5 symplSession #3 - HRTech

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

sympl provides easy access to high quality candidates for your vacancies; our saas solution lets you
publish targeted social media marketing campaigns in less than 25 minutes on multiple social media
platforms, and continuously optimises these campaigns for you based on proprietary algorithms, leading
to higher ROI (x5).

Series A Funding

Steven Pyck – Founder & Owner 

steven@sympl.be
+32 497425131 
----
gosympl.com

€1,2 mio turnover in 2021
Tripled turnover in 2021 vs 2020. 50% growth
of Q4 vs Q3.
300 customers (mainly in SME) - Active in 6
countries
Company is break-even. Requested funds are
for marketing/sales to accelerate growth.

Making recruitment sympl.

mailto:steven@sympl.be


Startup #6 TraicieSession #3 - HRTech

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

traicie is a pre-screening and sourcing tool that helps organisations identify more valuable job candidates faster. With
traicie, recruiters can proactively spot candidates that have the right skills ánd match the company culture. Result is more
candidate interviews and efficient high quality hiring!

Series A Funding

Jochen Roef – CEO & Co-founder

jochen@traicie.com
+32 496160414 
----
traicie.com

First customer was a ticket of > 200.000 euro
Doubled the number of new customers in 8
weeks (last 2 months of 2021)
Impressive customer base: Ahold Delhaize,
BASF, MIVB, House of Talents
Contacted by Amazon shortly after first go-to-
market activities

Enlarging your candidate pool.

mailto:jochen@traicie.com


Startup #7 Uman.aiSession #3 - HRTech

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

We help agencies & consultancies scale their business. We enable teams to be top performers with access to the right
slides, client cases, proposals and internal experts in seconds. No manual tagging or changing any of your processes and
tools.

Sales Prospects
Internationalization

Charles Boutens - CEO 

charles@uman.ai
+32 472669480 
----
uman.ai

Right now at 150K ARR, with a potential upsell
to +1million ARR with current clientbase.
Sold the same, non customer engineered
solution to the same types of companies +15
times. Indicating product market fit.
13 FTE's right now.
Customer Collective, Delaware, PwC, Codit,
ML6, Realdolmen,
Start up award 2021

Scale your consulting business and grow 
faster with AI-powered consulting 

enablement.

mailto:charles@uman.ai


Startup #8 Who’sUpSession #3 - HRTech

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

We support companies in finding talent for their vacancies. We combine video's, referral recruitment,
storytelling & social engagement in our job application to convince the right talent for every customer.

Sales Prospects
New Strategic Partners
Series A Funding

Jorn Steinbach – Co-founder

jorn@whosup.be
+32 468476303 
----
whosup.be

Client base grew 250% in 2021
Went from 2 to 4 colleagues in 2021
Clients like Arcadis & Neutraal Ziekenfonds
Vlaanderen
Used Covid-19 to find our unique spot in the
very competitive market of recruitment
agencies

Connecting the talent of tomorrow.

mailto:jorn@whosup.be


Meet our HRTech experts





Startup #1 AcademicLabsSession #4 – Ed+LearningTech

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

Better science, together.

Our purpose is to enable all scientists and companies to turn their brightest ideas into impactful innovations by eliminating
all friction on their path. This by organizing and connecting the scientific world. AcademicLabs empowers business
development teams and scientists in big pharma, growing biotech startups and academia to identify in seconds (1) ideal
R&D partners/advisors, (2) technology and biotech startup acquisition opportunities, (3) answers to burning scientific
questions, (4) and in-depth competitive insights. With strong P/M signals, we reorient from product to growth.

Series A Funding
Sales Prospects

Arne Smolders – Founder & CEO 

arne@academiclabs.com
+32 479509327 
----
academiclabs.com

From € 99k to €450k ARR in 13 months
From 5 to 34 customers in 13 months
Clients: 5 top Pharma (incl. J&J, GSK), 2 top 7
Animal Health, 1 top 5 Life Science Services,
NPS 67
50% Trial-Win rate

mailto:arne@academiclabs.com


Startup #2 AeriezSession #4 – Ed+LearningTech

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

Providing data for the organization of the 
future.

Aeriez is a data science, culture and organizational design company. We utilize a modern incident app
into organizational insights to consolidate knowledge. We use persuasive attention techniques to
trigger engagement. This results in a daily management & escalation approach to architect the
organization of the future.

Seed Funding
New Strategic Partners

Ives De Saeger - CEO 

ives@aeriez.com
+ 32 496166554 
----
aeriez.com 

Received a VLAIO subsidary in june 2021 for
150keuro and injected 230keuro ourselves.
One paying customer
Team of 3 people (next crew member to
follow in March 22) with automated marketing
working at 34% hitrate for sales pipeline
Highly value driven company that already has
clients with a product that will be ready by
March 22



Startup #3 FTRPRFSession #4 – Ed+LearningTech

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

FTRPRF believes that computational 
thinking is essential to become 

FuTuRePRooF. With CodeCosmos we 
conquer the world.

FTRPRF -a spin-off of the successful coding academy CodeFever- translates its many years of experience into education. It
offers a learning platform, containing teaching materials and an integrated digital co-teacher -co-developed with the
UGENT- which corrects the well-known block-based programming language Scratch. This is an absolute game-changer in
‘teaching children to code’ as this unique tool unburdens teachers and empowers children throughout the learning process.
This year, the first steps towards internationalization are on the roadmap.

Series A Funding
Internationalization
New Strategic Partners

Katelijne Duerinck - Founder

katelijne@ftrprf.be
+32 499300120 
----
ftrprf.be

More than doubled its turnover in 2021 to almost 600.000
euro compared to last year
Via new brand CodeCosmos all lesson materials for Scratch
and MineCraft are ready for internationalization towards the
English speaking market
The FTRPRF-lesson packages are selected for iLearn
(Educational project of the Flemish government) via
tendering procedure
Nominated on the shortlist for the WSA-awards 2022
(outstanding digital innovations with positive impact)
Raised almost 700.000 euro via a WinWin/crowdlending
campaign in 2021

mailto:katelijne@ftrprf.be


Startup #4 MobilarSession #4 – Ed+LearningTech

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

Unleashing true potential.

Mobilar® is a digital on-the-job skill assessment tool for technical service organisations within the automotive industry. We
empower organisations to digitize, identify, analyse and close skill gaps.

Seed Funding
Internationalization
New Strategic Partners

Alexander Swannet - Founder

alexander@mobilar.io
+32 49881 1458 
----
mobilar.io

All FINMIX panel members were all willing to
invest (Panel 29th of April 21)
The Mobilar concept has already generated
approx. 400k of revenue over the last 4y
(within the sister company IAS)
The concept has been piloted within Toyota
Motor Europe: Go live in 32 different countries
(April ‘22)
VLAIO grant of 400K for an R&D project
Unseen complementarity of the core team

mailto:alexander@mobilar.io


Startup #5 Stellar LabsSession #4 – Ed+LearningTech

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

Future Learning Today.

In our ever-changing world, digitalisation, flexible work, and sustainability affect us all. In the next 10 years an estimated
third of all jobs in the world will be transformed by technology. That’s 1 billion skilled people the world needs. We all have to
upskill faster and continuously. As learning scientists, we know learning is a dynamic process and we have solved the
upskilling challenges. To increase the ROI of upskilling we’ve built an intelligent SaaS platform fuelled by neuroscience,
learning algorithms, and data. Enter Stellar Labs, the upskilling accelerator.

Seed Funding
Sales Prospects
New Strategic Partners

Raf Seymus - Founder & CEO 

raf.seymus@stellarlabs.eu
+32 479391361 
----
stellarlabs.eu

Grew customer base from 0 to 20
international companies like ASML, Melexis,
Proximus, Etex, Vinted, Atlas Copco, Novartis,
Swedbank, InnoEnergy, Euroports, a.o. in first
2 years
Even in Covid times turnover has grown by
250% in 2021
Nominated twice as HR Gamechanger of the
Year by HR Excellence Awards.
90% of customers came back for more after
the first project and increased their budget

mailto:raf.seymus@stellarlabs.eu


Startup #6 VR MedicalSIMSession #4 – Ed+LearningTech

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

Safety through training, training through 
Extended Reality technology

VR MedicalSIM believes that the future of healthcare is digital telehealth, so that healthcare professionals are able to
practice and educate themselves under all circumstances in a safe environment. Our solution is a online platform for
Extended Reality medical simulation training. Extended Reality can increase student engagement and foster in-depth
understanding, and can be used in conjunction with existing learning methods, to create a well-planned combination of
meaningful activities in both directions. It supports high student engagement to enhance student and teacher interaction.

Seed Funding

Martien Strik - Founder

info@vrmedicalsim.nl
+31 647359341
----
vrmedicalsim.nl

Leads including Healthcare platforms,
hospitals, Defense department
Candidate national healthcare innovation
program in the Netherlands
Only Platform for Extended Reality medical
simulation training in the Netherlands, Belgium
and Europe

mailto:info@vrmedicalsim.nl


Startup #7 TrajectXSession #4 – Ed+LearningTech

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

Improving the quality of practice-oriented 
learning

Businesses demand more and more practical knowledge. Unfortunately, schools lack a tool to track progress and give
guidance in non-theoretical learning trajectories. That’s why we build a generic management system to evaluate and guide
people in practice oriented learning trajectories. TrajectX offers the flexibility of a spreadsheet combined with innovative
tools for management and learning. Using best practices such as 'no code' allows us to scale to several other markets. By
improving the quality of practice oriented learning we can make a positive impact on education and businesses.

Seed Funding
Smart Money

Tom De Cock - Founder 

tom@trajectx.com
+32 474059463 
----
trajectx.com

Grant: ESF Project € 25.000; 2 - Grant:
Flankerend onderwijs € 5.000
Since Nov 2021: offices at KBC Leuven
Product launch: 23 February at EdTech fair
Sett Gent
First paying customers: September 2022
Starting first partnership with an international
school.
Strong network in education and business.
Currently coached by the biggest Belgian
start-up accelerator ‘Start it @KBC’.

mailto:tom@trajectx.com


Startup #8 TRENSITIONSession #4 – Ed+LearningTech

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

We bring AI-driven strategic intelligence 
into the boardroom.

Trensition is a strategic intelligence company that builds upon innovative and 100% AI-driven methodologies. Our strategic
intelligence platform, Trendtracker.ai, collects worldwide news and continuously monitors market trends and industry
dynamics. We help organizations to continuously monitor their environment and build a personalized view of their future.
Our insights enable decision-makers to remain competitive and relevant in the world of tomorrow. We help them to focus
on impactful and smarter innovation.

Seed Funding
Internationalization
Sales Prospects

Vincent Defour - Co-founder & CEO 

vincent.defour@trensition.eu
+32 495457571 
----
trensition.eu

Grown without funding to an ARR of 600K€ in
under 2 years with international leading
companies as our clients
Working for international corporates like
Ageas Group, BNP Paribas Fortis, Procter &
Gamble and many more
Won several best startup awards in Media
industry and Finance

mailto:vincent.defour@trensition.eu


Meet our Ed & LearningTech experts



Meet our partners



FOUR & FIVE is a future-oriented business law
firm with a laser focus on corporate, commercial
and IT law, M&A, GDPR and real estate. At FOUR
& FIVE, we do things a little differently. We
combine deep legal knowhow with a fresh
forward-thinking mindset and a highly pragmatic
approach in which our clients and their business
are centre staged.

At PwC, our purpose is to build trust in society
and solve important problems. We’re a network
of firms in 157 countries with over 276,000
people who are committed to delivering quality
in assurance, advisory and taks services. We’re
committed to support today’s startups to
become the leading companies of tomorrow.



Recrewtment, founded in 2015, is one of the
fastest growing HR companies in Belgium. The
combination of a very personal approach on the
one hand and the focus on state of the art HR
technology on the other hand is what sets them
apart from their competitors. Recrewtment is a
full service HR provider, accompanying individuals
throughout every step of their career. Their B2B
services range from recruitment, to onboarding,
career development, HR consultancy,
outplacement,…

Orsi Academy is an open and inclusive
ecosystem for surgical innovation & state-of-the
art training center in minimal invasive& robotic
surgery. Orsi Academy is endorsed by multiple
universities and collaborates with numerous
scientific societies and industrial partners. Our
ultimate goal is to contribute to the continuous
improvements in medical care.



Meet our expert partners



About Startups.be | Scale-Ups.eu

Startups.be & Scale-Ups.eu joined forces in 2018 to solidify our offering for the Belgian tech ecosystem at

large. Together, we are the one-stop shop for tech entrepreneurship. We pride ourselves in being the

leading growth platform in Belgium that connects Europe's most promising startups and scale-ups with our

network of deep pocket investors, corporate buyers, global partners and relevant stakeholders. Our goal is

to fast-track innovation and collaboration with high-tech companies.

• We enable startups and scale-ups to squeeze time in their lifecycle and grow faster.

• We create high-quality business networking events for inspiration and matchmaking.

• We facilitate open innovation between startups/scale-ups and large corporates.

The Big Score, The Big Squeeze, Startup Fairs, SPA©E – The Human Quest and GoGlobal missions are only

a glimpse of what we are famous for!

Startups.be | Scale-Ups.eu is the top-of-mind-time squeezer for tech startups and scale-ups.



SAVE THE DATE
UPCOMING TBS SESSIONS



https://www.made-in.be/starters/

https://www.made-in.be/starters/
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